
 

Confio Software Introduces  
Confio Ignite for Sybase 

 
Confio Software Brings New Multiplatform Database Performance Management 

Tools to the Sybase User Community 
 

Las Vegas, NV and Boulder, CO – August 7, 2007 – Confio Software, the leader 
in wait-time application performance management tools, today announced the 
immediate availability of Confio Ignite™ for Sybase.  On display this week at 
TechWave 2007, the Sybase User Training and Solutions Conference, Confio’s 
solution provides increased visibility into the cause of performance problems that can 
occur in a Sybase environment.  Confio Software’s comprehensive Igniter Suite™ 
now covers multiple Oracle, Microsoft, IBM and Sybase databases to address 
approximately 90% of the RDBMS market. 
 
Confio Ignite for Sybase improves how enterprises monitor, analyze and optimize 
their Sybase databases and applications.  Designed for database administrators 
(DBAs) responsible for business critical systems and solutions, Confio’s latest product 
gives DBAs and expanded range of platforms where they can utilize best-practice 
performance management.  The product is tailored for Sybase installations and 
allows DBAs to instantly highlight the most important database problems, their root 
cause and resolution. 
 
“Ignite for Sybase introduces best practice wait-time methods into the Sybase 
environment, allowing DBAs to eliminate costly delays at the database layer that can 
impede critical application performance,” stated Don Bergal, chief operating officer, 
Confio Software.  “Sybase has a rich history of being a high performance database, 
especially for demanding industries such as financial services and insurance.  Confio 
Ignite for Sybase ensures that companies are always operating at peak performance 
and achieving expected service levels.”   
 
Organizations with mixed database environments now have a single monitoring 
architecture to cover multiple systems. The new product is dedicated to giving the 
Sybase user community a fast-to-results tool and best practice methodology that has 
mostly been unavailable to the Sybase market.  Highlights of the new product 
include: 

• Common repository for capturing data from Sybase, Oracle, SQL Server and 
DB2 

• Single desktop client for DBAs, developers, and managers to monitor all 
database types 

• Monitors any application that is depending on information from Sybase 
databases, such as .NET, Java and client server applications.  

 
Built on industry best-practice Wait-Time methods, Confio Ignite uses a patented 
agent-less architecture that identifies the exact command and database process 
causing delays without draining performance.  Confio Ignite measures end-user 
wait-time with detailed granularity and gives IT management a clear direction of 
who should own the performance problem.  For DBAs, the product identifies the 
exact modules and screens that affect database performance and prescribes the 
best path towards resolution. 
 
More about Confio Software’s leading multiplatform wait-time application 
performance management tools can be found at www.confio.com or by stopping by 
the Confio Software booth, #207.  In addition, free trials of Confio Software are 



available for download at http://www.confio.com/freetrial.  Within 30 minutes 
customers can download, install and begin identifying a path to improving application 
performance and service levels. 
 
 
About Confio Software 
Confio Software develops Oracle, SQL Server, DB2, Sybase & Java application 
performance management tools that are revolutionizing how databases and the 
applications that depend on them are monitored, managed and optimized. Built on 
industry best-practice Wait-Time methods, Confio Igniter Suite improves service 
levels and reduces costs for database and application infrastructure. Confio is based 
in Boulder, Colorado, with customers worldwide. For more information see 
Confio.com. 
 
Confio and Confio Ignite are trademarks or registered trademarks of Confio Software 
Corporation, in the United States and/or in other countries. Other product and 
company names herein may be trademarks of their respective owners. 
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